The future of disputes

Woke PLC
Corporate dispute strategies and
attitudes to risk will be increasingly
shaped by progressive liberal attitudes.
The primacy of shareholder capitalism and expectations that companies should narrowly
focus on short-term profit maximisation are drawing to a close. Boardroom energy, and
by extension corporate strategies, are increasingly dictated by broader concerns. By wide
consensus, clients and GCs are poised to frame their dispute strategies and approach to
risk in the context of a range of socially progressive goals. With such attitudes moving
into the relative mainstream in major companies, most GCs now cite a desire to go well
beyond strict legal compliance in favour of ‘doing the right thing’.
Rolls-Royce GC Mark Gregory sums up the new approach: “We are an organisation that
is very alive to making sure we are doing the right thing, rather than simply complying
with the law. And there are a lot of people looking at companies to make sure we’re doing
what we say we do.”
Citing “huge” cultural change in the finance industry since the 2008 crisis, Lloyds Banking
Group litigation chief Alan Burden observes: “It is central to what we do. Conduct, culture,
our purpose: helping Britain prosper, not helping Lloyds prosper. That applies across the
industry. It’s still something we need to work on.”
Ironically, a period in which western politics has become increasingly tribal and fractious,
major companies are now engaging with social issues like climate change, Black Lives
Matter, #MeToo and mental health in a manner that would have been unthinkable even
five years ago. With such trends further underwritten by tougher regulation and fickle
consumer behaviour, the vast majority of GCs expect these concerns to not only become
more dominant at major public companies, but to play an increasingly key role in shaping
their attitudes to disputes through the decade.
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